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Track densities in magnetic recording demonstration are projected to exceed 200,000
Tracks-Per-Inch (TPI) in the year 2003 and it is still increasing. At the same time,
the rotation speed of the disk-spindle assembly is also rapidly increasing to reduce
rotational latency. However, the disk platters vibrate at their natural frequencies
due to air flow and other excitation sources such as eccentricities of the disk-spindle
assembly. This phenomenon contributes to TMR (Track Mis-Registration) and
limits achievable TPI. As storage densities in Hard Disk Drives (HDDs) continue
to increase, vibrations and other mechanical disturbances causing slider/head off-
track have to be suppressed for better servo positioning. This dissertation studies
and analyzes the disk fluttering phenomenon with its effect on the head posi-
tioning mechatronics and proposes some control technologies for suppressing high
frequency vibrations.
After a brief introduction of HDD servo technology and some fundamentals
of HDD servo control, the natural modes of an annul disk used in current HDDs
are characterized and verified using Finite Element Modelling (FEM) analysis and
Scanning Laser Doppler Vibrometer (SLDV) measurements. On decoupling the
repeated and non-repeatable axial vibrations, a Recursive Least Squares (RLS)
algorithm is implemented to identify natural frequencies and vibration amplitudes
of forward and backward travelling waves of balanced and imbalanced disks based
on rotation speed. With these data, the actual head off-track displacement is
projected as a function of rotation speed. A disk fluttering vibration model is built
for future simulations and designs of servo controller using the identified results.
vii
A high track density exerts very stringent requirements on the HDD servo po-
sitioning system. As such, the disturbance rejection capability should be strength-
ened not only by increasing the gain crossover frequency but also reshaping the
sensitivity frequency response. In a single stage servo system using VCM as the sole
actuator, the sensitivity hump is unavoidable from Bode’s Integral Theorem (BIT),
which would cause higher frequency disturbances to be amplified. Dual-stage ac-
tuation is capable of better disturbance rejection via high bandwidth servos. The
fundamentals of HDD dual-stage control system are introduced, including actuator
modelling, control structures and design methodology. By modelling the secondary
actuator as a pure gain for many frequencies, the sensitivity limitation in a Decou-
pled Master-Slave (DMS) dual-stage servo system can be bypassed and hence its
sensitivity peak will be greatly reduced. Experimental results show that the sen-
sitivity hump of dual-stage servo loop can be reduced to very close to unity gain.
With this method, TMR would be reduced without compromising low frequency
vibration attenuation and suppression of head off-track disturbances .
With the continual growth of areal density in HDDs, the vibration and con-
trol issues become more significant and challenging. Future research work will be
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In today’s information explosion era, HDDs have become a cheap and important
source of non-volatile storage. From the first huge magnetic drives manufactured
in the 1950s to the compact drives today, HDDs have come a long way and defi-
nitely caused a dramatic growth in computer technologies. Today, this humongous
capacity and high transfer rate commodity becomes an indispensable tool for many
home and industrial electrical products. Typical applications include but are not
limited to network servers, digital cameras, refrigerators etc.
1.1 Technological Advances in HDDs
The first HDD appeared in 1956 was brought in by IBM’s ‘remote’ research lab-
oratory in San Jose [1]. The Random Access Method of Accounting and Control
(RAMAC) then moved a pair of read/write heads vertically to access the desired
disk and then radially to locate the desired track. This invention recorded 5 MB
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on large 24′′ disks, with a recording density of about 2 kb/in2 and data transfer
rate of 70 kb/s [29].
The HDDs in 1960’s typically measure 14′′ in diameter. Since then, magnetic
recording technology made vast improvements in both recording densities, size and
price of HDDs. Due to vast applications of HDDs in different electronic sectors,
today’s HDDs have form factor of 3.5′′, 2.5′′, and even the 1′′ microdrive. Other
reasons for manufacturing smaller HDDs include reduction of power consumption
and vibration from air-flow excitation.
Advancements in technologies from media, head and signal processing research
have combined to give a state-of-art high recording density HDD. As of Decem-
ber 2002, a typical 3.5′′ form factor HDD could store as much as 80 GB in one disk
platter with a tremendous data transfer rate of 160 MB/s [38]. For the smaller
size HDDs, it is projected that a 2.5′′ form factor HDD would double its storage
capacity to 360 GB in 2005 [17]. The price of HDD have also reduced considerably,
with the first HDD of 10 MB costing over $100 per MB to HDD of tens GB cost-
ing less than a cent per MB nowadays. A HDD is a high precision and compact
mechatronics device. A typical commercial HDD consists of a disk pack, actuation
mechanisms and a set of read/write heads, as shown in Figure 1.1. The actuation
mechanism is the actuator arm driven VCM, and its main function is to position
the read/write head accurately to access the data recorded on the different tracks
on the magnetic disks. The other major components include:
1. disks which contain data and servo address information,
2. head-suspension assembly to perform read or write actions on the disks,
3
Figure 1.1: Inside a commercial HDD [28].
3. actuator assembly which contains the VCM to drive the head,
4. spindle motor assembly to make the disks rotate at a constant speed,
5. electronics card to serve as the interface to host computer, and
6. device enclosure which usually contains the base plate and cover to provide
support to the spindle, actuator, and electronics card etc.
The disks are mounted and spun by the spindle motor. The read/write heads are
mounted at the tip of the actuators protected by the sliders. Due to the amount
of air-flow generated by the high speed disk rotation, a very thin air bearing film
is generated and hence the head-slider can float on the disks instead of contacting
them.
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In a typical operation, the HDD electronic circuits receive control commands
from the host computer and the control signals are processed in the on-board
Digital Signal Processor (DSP). The actuator on receiving the control signal will
then move and locate the read/write heads to the target locations on the disks for
the read/write process to take place. During this process the Position Error Signal
(PES) and the track numbers are read from the disk for feedback control.
A common measure of improvement in HDD technology is areal density, which
is the amount of data stored in one square inch of disk media. It may be calculated
by the multiplication of TPI and linear density BPI (Bits-Per-Inch). As technology
advances, larger capacity HDD coupled with faster data transfer rate is desirable.
Areal density increase are required to satisfy the demand for larger capacity HDDs.
Since 1995, it has been growing by 60∼100 % per year and this trend is likely to
continue, if not accelerate [1]. With more data being packed into a smaller space,
servo positioning during data access operation in spite of larger amounts of windage
disturbances from faster disks becomes a challenge for HDD servo systems.
1.2 HDD Servo System
User data is recorded as magnetic domains on the disks coated with magnetic sub-
strates in concentric circles called tracks. The typical HDD servo system consists
of two types, namely the dedicated servo and embedded servo (or sector servo).
The dedicated servo uses all the tracks on one disk surface of an entire disk pack
to store servo information and is used in older generations HDDs. Currently, most
HDDs employ the embedded servo method which divide the track into both storage
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of user data and servo information. Embedded servo is used as current HDDs have
less disk platters. Furthermore, the non-collocated sensing and control in dedicated
servo method introduces unacceptable manufacturing cost and noise in the HDD
servo control loop. Using embedded servo, the encoded position in servo sectors
can be demodulated into a track number as well as the PES, which indicates the
relative displacement of the head from the center of the nearest track.
In general, there are three modes of operation for the HDD servo system. The
first mode is the track seeking mode i.e. to move the read/write head from the
initial track to the target track within the shortest possible time. Using the track
number, the servo controller can locate the read/write head to the desired track
during track seeking.
Next, it is the track settling mode. This process occurs once the actuator is
less than one track pitch away from the target track. Due to the initial conditions
of the actuators, the read/write head will be oscillating about the target track
during the transient period. The track settling controller should hence guide the
read/write head to be within a certain variance and tolerance with the center of
the target track.
Finally, the head is maintained on the designated track with minimum error
during the track following mode. The same error signal PES is used to maintain
the head on the track during track following. In this mode, the main objective of
the track following controller is to stay as close to the center of the track for the
read/write operation to take place, in spite of the presence of external disturbances
and measurement noise. The track following process has to effectively reduce TMR,
which is used to measure the offset between the actual head position and the track
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center. During track following, TMR can also be defined as the 3σ value of PES.
In all, improving positioning accuracy is essential in order to achieve a high
recording density. As TPI continues to increase with decreasing track width, ex-
ternal disturbances affecting the HDD servo system in all modes of servo operation
become significant in achieving higher TPI.
1.3 Motivation of Dissertation
As the global demand for higher computational power increases, there is a corre-
sponding need for better data storage devices to meet the demands of the informa-
tion explosion era. HDD technology has been striving for larger data capacity and
faster data transfer rate, which brings about the amazing improvement of track
density and disk spin speed. Currently, it is reported that the track density would
exceed 150 kTPI [63] and the disk spin speed would be 15000 rpm (revolutions-per-
minute) [24]. The narrower track width requires ultra-high positioning accuracy
in HDD servo system. The faster disk revolution would cause much stronger air
turbulence [22], which makes the positioning task even more challenging.
For such a high TPI number and fast disk rotation speed, it is necessary to
develop a high bandwidth servo system with good disturbance rejection. However
disk platter vibrations, being one of the main sources of mechanical disturbances,
are amplified by the closed-loop servo control system. As such, the servo loop
actually amplifies head off-track caused by disk fluttering [19]. This becomes a
challenge for achieving the required TMR budget and limits the achievable TPI.
As such, if the amplitude, frequency and phase from the mode shapes of
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disk platter vibrations are known, designing the closed-loop servo system becomes
more meaningful. The peak of the sensitivity function where disturbances into the
servo system are amplified can be shifted by proper controller designs to avoid the
spectra of disk vibrations. If possible, the peak of the sensitivity function should
be further reduced or suppressed to avoid any amplifications at all. TMR in track
following mode would be vastly reduced not only by higher servo bandwidth but
less amplification, even attenuation of high frequency disturbances.
1.4 Contributions and Organization
This dissertation concentrates on the study of disk platter resonances which is a
great contributor to mechanical disturbances. Furthermore, as output disturbances
affect PES (hence achievable TMR) via the sensitivity transfer function, a study
is done to prevent the hump in the sensitivity transfer function which actually
amplifies output disturbances in the HDD servo system. A new control strategy
using dual-stage actuation is proposed to reduce the sensitivity hump.
The original contributions of this dissertation are as follow:
1. The mode shapes of a stationary disk at natural frequencies are captured.
Using a Scanning Laser Doppler Vibrometer (SLDV), the entire disk surface
is scanned non-obtrusively and the out-of-plane velocities and displacements
of the disk vibrations are picked up. The software package in the SLDV
reconstructs the mode shapes for animation and verification with theoretical
modes obtained from Finite Element Modelling (FEM) is done.
2. On obtaining the disk vibration data in time and frequency domain, natu-
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ral frequencies and vibration amplitudes are regressed on rotation speed in
rpm. The effect of spindle imbalance on disk vibrations is briefly discussed.
A simulation block considering effects of disk vibration is constructed and
augmented with other noise and vibration models in [11] for use in designing
servo controllers.
3. Using Discrete Bode Integral Theorem (DBIT) described in [12], the dual-
stage servo control sensitivity limitation is found to be bounded by relative
degree of the micro-actuator model. A novel method of accurately obtaining
model inverse in sampled-data systems is proposed. The model inverse is pre-
multiplied to the PZT micro-actuator and this method is termed “Near Per-
fect Modelling” (NPM), which is only applicable to the PZT micro-actuator
due to its in phase characteristics and zero relative degree at low frequencies.
NPM is not applicable to the VCM on the other hand due to causality of the
digital controller to be implemented.
4. A low relative degree controller (first-order lag) is proposed to further sup-
press the sensitivity hump, which is apparent from inspection of the dual-
stage open loop. The impact on the traditional dual-stage open loop shapes
and complementary sensitivity transfer function using this type of controller
will be reviewed. The effects of different sampling rate for disturbance rejec-
tion are also briefly discussed.
The rest of the dissertation is organized as follow:
• Chapter 2 describes the fundamental analysis of a HDD servo control loop
and the basic limitations of a dual-stage HDD servo system.
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• Chapter 3 studies the effect of disk platter resonances and captures the
dynamic disk mode shapes, summarizing with a disk fluttering simulation
model.
• Chapter 4 presents the different control topologies used in dual-stage HDD
servo systems.
• Chapter 5 investigates the feasibility of suppressing sensitivity hump in dual-
stage servo systems for disturbance rejection. Experimental results show the
effectiveness of the new design methodologies on disturbance suppression and
even attenuation.
• Chapter 6 summarizes the findings and results of this dissertation and some
possible future research directions are presented.
10
Chapter 2
HDD Servo Control Loop
Currently, HDDs uses digital control with the help of fast DSPs (Digital Signal
Processors). To enable better disturbance rejection and servo control, the sources
of disturbances and noises should be modelled and known for this sampled-data
system. Figure 2.1 shows the different sources of disturbances in the HDD servo
control loop, which can be classified as the following:
Figure 2.1: Sources of disturbance and noise in HDD servo control loop.
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1. Input disturbance di(s) : Power amplifier noise, D/A (Digital-to-Analog)
quantization error, pivot bearing friction, flexible cable torque, windage in-
duced vibrations etc;
2. Output disturbance do(s) : Suspension vibrations, disk fluttering and media
defects etc;
3. Noise n(s) : PES demodulation noise and A/D (Analog-to-Digital) quanti-
zation error etc.
The HDD PES is the error signal between the read/write head and the disk track
center. The PES consists of two components : one component locked to spindle
speed and phase known as the RRO (Repeatable Run-Out) and the other is the
NRRO (Non-Repeatable Run-Out). RRO is synchronous to disk rotation and its
harmonics while NRRO includes broad band white noise and some narrow band
coloured noise without steady phase.
The measured PES is the only feedback signal to the HDD servo control
system. Modelling the HDD servo system with PES as input, the following block
diagram representation can be obtained:
Figure 2.2: Block Diagram of HDD servo control loop.
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and measured PES is given e. Assuming the open loop transfer function is given
by L = GK, the following important equations for sensitivity function S, com-
plementary sensitivity function T and measured PES with input disturbance di,
output disturbance do and noise n can be obtained:
e = y − r









The above equations hold for both continuous time and discrete time. It can
be seen from equation (2.1) that a small S and T is ideal if a small e is required.
In the next section, some general constraints of controller design on S and T will
be discussed.
2.1 General Constraints
In a standard unity negative feedback configuration, there exists control conflicts
and unavoidable trade-offs between attenuating disturbances and filtering out mea-
surement error and noise. For good tracking performance and rejection of distur-
bances in low frequency region, good loop shaping techniques are essential to avoid
large control signals. This section discusses some of the control constraints and
controller design solutions with their effects on the sensitivity function in continu-
ous time.
Using equation (2.1), it can be seen that a small S(jω) is ideal for disturbance
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rejection and a small T (jω) would be ideal for insensitivity to measurement noise
and high frequency uncertainties. But due to the immediate definitions of S(jω)
and T (jω), the following equation always holds:
S(jω) + T (jω) = 1 for all ω (2.4)
As such S(jω) and T (jω) cannot be small simultaneously and in particular, |S(jω)|
and |T (jω)| cannot be less than 1
2
at the same time. Fortunately, this conflict can
be resolved by making one small at a frequency band and the other small at another
band. This is possible as the power spectra of references and disturbances are usu-
ally concentrated in the lower frequencies while the power spectra of measurement
error and noise are in the high frequency range.
At this point, knowing that T (jω) = S(jω)L(jω) and design specifications
on S(jω) and T (jω), one might be tempted to use a closed-loop approach to find
stabilizing controller K(jω):
K(jω) = G−1(jω)L(jω)
= G−1(jω)S−1(jω)T (jω) (2.5)
A problem now arises as one has to choose among many possible combinations
of S(jω) and T (jω) although their “shapes” are known. The properness and
characteristics of plant G(jω) are ignored and the controller K(jω) derived via
such a method might be causal.
A more common and easier solution is to use the open loop approach with L(jω) =
G(jω)K(jω). A good rule of thumb is to use high gain over low frequencies and
decrease the gain as rapidly as possible after the gain crossover frequency. Cas-
cading a large number of Low-Pass Filters (LPFs) are not admissible due to the
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amount of phase lag introduced by the filters. A good method is described by the
authors in [15]. Using Bode’s Stability Criterion, the typical magnitude shape of
a compensated open loop transfer function of a negative feedback control system
can be derived:
• Low frequency band : A large gain À 0 dB and descending with a slope
of −20N dB/dec (N ≥ 2);
• Mid frequency or crossover frequency band : Pass through 0 dB with ≈
−20 dB/dec for stability;
• High frequency band : A low gain < 0 dB and descending with a slope
of −20N dB/dec (N ≥ 2);
This method and control “solution” for the open loop transfer function L will be
used for controller designs in the rest of the dissertation. In the next subsection,
some controller design considerations from sensitivity transfer function analysis
will be presented.
2.2 Sensitivity Analysis
The sensitivity function S(jω) is the transfer function from output disturbance
to desired output. As such, loop shaping methods put much emphasis on low
frequency band to reject disturbance and enable better tracking. To reduce TMR
further, the hump or peak of S(jω) should be kept as low as possible to prevent
amplification of the disturbances. The following two subsections are dedicated to
the study of the behavior and limitations of S(jω).
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2.2.1 Sensitivity Disc (SD)
One loop shaping and controller design evaluation tool commonly used is the
Nyquist plot. We shall look at how the open loop transfer function L(jω) of the
dual-stage servo loop and its sensitivity function S(jω) are related on the Nyquist
diagram. Figure 2.3 shows two typical Nyquist curves L1(jω) and L2(jω).
Figure 2.3: Nyquist Plot.
Since S(jω) = 1
1+L(jω)
with 1 + L(jω) as the output return difference equation,
the locus of |S(jω)| = 1 can be plotted as a unit disc with center at the critical
point (−1 + j0). We define this disc as “Sensitivity Disc” (SD). A L(jω−) outside
SD will hence yield |S(jω−)| < 1 and a L(jω+) inside SD will yield |S(jω+)| > 1
for some frequencies ω− and ω+. L(jω) touching the SD corresponds to unity gain
or 0 dB on the Bode Diagram. |S(jω)| is the reciprocal of the distance of L(jω)
to critical point (−1 + j0).
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As such, it can be seen from the example in Figure 2.3 that L2(jω) will have
no hump in the sensitivity function. L1(jω) on the other hand cuts the SD for
some ω ≥ ω+ and approaches the origin with phase angle more than −pi2 . Negative
feedback actually increases the sensitivity hump rather than decreases it at these
frequencies.
With these ideas in mind, we will design our controllers to make LD(jω):
1. far from and not touch SD. If this is not possible, make LD(jω) avoid SD
where the frequency spectra of the disturbances are concentrated;
2. approach the origin at −pi
2
≤ ∠LD(jω) ≤ pi2 as ω →∞ so that SD is avoided.
If this is not possible, make |LD(jω)| ≈ 0 at these frequencies;
3. do not encircle (−1 + j0) clockwise for stability.
These tools and design considerations are valid for discrete time systems for
frequencies below the Nyquist frequency fs.
2.2.2 Bode Integral Theorem
Bode Integral’s Theorem was initially derived for systems with non-minimum phase
zeros or even unstable poles. In such systems, the total area of the sensitivity
function will be a positive value making it impossible to reduce the hump for
disturbance rejection. This is intuitive due to the extra phase lag contribution
compared to their stable counterparts, leaving a smaller phase margin. Hence
much feedback is used for stabilization in addition to sensitivity reduction.
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In this section, the simplified Bode’s Integral Theorem for continuous and
discrete systems are presented for stable plants. These applications are brought
to HDD dual-stage servo systems as HDDs are sampled data systems with digi-
tal controllers. Both the VCM and secondary actuator are usually modelled with
stable transfer functions. The VCM has a double-integrator in its low frequency
range and hence the relative degree (i.e. difference in order between the denom-
inator and numerator of the transfer function, v) is v ≥ 2 while that of the PZT
micro-actuator’s relative degree is v ≤ 1 depending on modelling and the frequency
range of interest.
Theorem 2.1. Continuous Bode’s Integral Theorem [60]
A continuous Single-Input-Single-Output (SISO) Linear Time Invariant (LTI) sys-
tem has the stable open loop transfer function L(jω). The sensitivity function of
the unity negative feedback system is S(jω) = 1
1+L(jω)
. If the closed-loop system is
stable, then ∫ ∞
0
ln |S(jω)| dω = −pi
2
Ks, Ks = lim
s→∞
sL(s) (2.6)
When v ≥ 2, Ks = 0 and hence total area under the sensitivity function.
For |S(jω)| < 1 over some frequency, then a necessary condition is that |S(jω)| > 1
over another frequency range, causing a hump. This phenomenon is termed as
“waterbed” effect. For discrete time systems, the Bode’s Integral Theorem and
their conclusions are slightly different:
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Theorem 2.2. Discrete Bode’s Integral Theorem [42]
A discrete SISO, LTI system has the stable open loop transfer function L(z). The
sensitivity function of the unity negative feedback system is S(z) = 1
1+L(z)
. If the
closed-loop system is stable, then∫ pi
−pi
ln |S(ejφ)| dφ = 2pi(− ln |Kz + 1|), Kz = lim
z→∞
L(z) (2.7)
and φ = ωT and T is the sampling rate.
Now when v ≥ 1, Kz = 0. This is the waterbed effect. However, when the
relative degree of L(z) is 0 with Kz < −2 or Kz > 0, then
∫ pi
−pi ln |S(ejφ)| dφ < 0.
This implies that some loop shaping technique is possible and may not be bounded
by the “waterbed” effect. Proper controller designs can be employed to bypass this
phenomenon and will further explored in later chapters.
2.3 Summary
In this chapter, the sources of disturbances and noise into the HDD servo system
are presented. The HDD servo system is then modelled as a unity feedback servo
control system driven by PES e. The limitations and constraints on the servo
control system are also investigated. Some useful controller design methodologies
using an open loop solution shape and the SD are also discussed. Finally, the
Bode’s Integral Theorem which limits what achievable sensitivity in a HDD servo





In the previous chapter, it can be seen how output disturbances affect the PES and
contribute to TMR, limiting the achievable TPI. However, the rotation speed of the
spindle motors are rapidly increasing to reduce rotational latency for faster data
transfer rate. This trend of rpm increment causes larger disk platters vibrations
caused by air flow excitation [40], eccentricities of the disk-spindle assembly and
electro-magnetic forces. This chapter provides a systematic and in-depth study of
disk platter resonances and vibrations.
3.1 Background
The trend of data storage capacity has grown more than 100% every year. This
trend of technological improvement requires a high track density coupled with a
good track following controller to reduce TMR. At the same time, the disk-spindle
spin speed also increases rapidly to improve throughput. As spin speed increases,
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the disk platter resonance phenomenon becomes more serious and dominates the
contribution to TMR.
The mechanical disturbances due to disk platter resonances are not new to the
HDD industry. In the past however, the effects of these disturbances are usually
neglected because of the lower spindle rotation speeds. Also, disk vibration is axial
and non-repeatable by nature. As such, little is known on the frequency spectra
of these signals and their effect on head/slider off-track. Compensation is also not
possible as the phase of the vibration signal is random.
In recent years, the effect of disk fluttering on TMR and the effect of differ-
ent substrates on disk vibrations are studied in [39][40]. The author proposed to
approximate the PES contributed by disk vibration by bandpassing overall PES
in a frequency range where large disk flutter modes appear in the PES spectra.
This approach is inaccurate as PES in this frequency range also comes from actu-
ator’s mechanical resonances and electrical noise from the PES measurement and
demodulation channel.
Some investigations are done to characterize disk platter resonances and their
impact on head/slider off-track. The authors in [4] investigated disk flutter magni-
tude with respect to the radius of the disk and modelled the disk flutter vibration
amplitude as a linear function of disk radius. They also concluded that probability
density function of the disk vibration amplitude is very close to Gaussian while the
vibration peak value has a Rayleigh distribution. More recently, the authors in [27]
proposed a method to reduce disk vibration by altering the air flow path inside an
enclosed HDD. A good point to note is that in their study, they proposed a closed
form model to convert disk flutter vibrations in axial direction to real head/slider
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off-track. This extra information allows possible compensation by narrowing down
the frequency spectra of disturbances from disk vibrations, but still the essential
phase information is unknown.
A theoretical approach is taken by the authors in [46][47]. They proposed
useful mathematical models to explain and predict natural frequencies of the disk-
spindle system with Rayleigh dissipation function and Lagrange’s equations. Their
study however, did not consider the disk-spindle assembly under operating condi-
tions i.e. with air flow excitation. The negative impact of disk vibrations on overall
PES as TPI increases are then projected in [19] and a simple formula to convert
axial vibrations to head/slider off-track is presented.
In this chapter, the natural modes of an annul disk used in current HDDs
are first characterized using FEM (Finite Element Modelling) analysis and SLDV
(Scanning Laser Doppler Vibrometer) measurements. After decoupling the re-
peatable and non-repeatable axial vibrations, a RLS (Recursive Least Squares)
algorithm is implemented to identify natural frequencies and vibration amplitudes
of forward and backward travelling waves of balanced and imbalanced disks based
on rotation speed in rpm. The effect of imbalance in construction of the hub of
the spindle motor is also briefly discussed. With these data and the geometric
model derived in [19], the actual head off-track displacement is projected in rpm.
Coupled with the identification results, a disk fluttering vibration model is built
for future simulations and designs of track following servo controller.
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3.2 Mode Shapes
In this section, the mode shapes of a 0.8 mm thick Aluminium disk are simulated
with FEM and compared with experimental results captured with SLDV. The
main idea of modal testing is to construct a mathematical model of the vibrational
properties and behavior of a structure through experimental means. Theoretical
approaches via FEM seeks to solve complex mathematical equations to find eigen-
values and eigenvectors of the modes. Experimental approaches seek to capture
natural frequencies and orthogonal mode shapes instead.
The nomenclature used in the rest of the chapter to characterize the disk
vibrations is identical to those used in [39][40]. Each vibration mode of the disk
has m nodal circles and n nodal diameters and is designated by (m,n). An annular
plate clamped at the ID (Inner Diameter), such as the disk platter in a HDD, has
similar mode shapes. The relationship between the modal indices m and n and the
mode shape of a simply supported circular lamina is shown in Figure 3.1.
3.2.1 Simulation Results
With a 0.8 mm thick Aluminium disk, an FEM analysis is done on the disk with
its ID constrained from movement. The simulation results in Figure 3.2 show the
natural frequencies and mode shapes during static conditions i.e. when the disk is
mounted on a stationary spindle motor.
The first four dominant (0, n) modes are displayed alongside with their re-
spective natural frequencies of disk platter resonances.
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Figure 3.1: Nodal circles and diameters of a disk.
Figure 3.2: Simulated mode shapes and natural frequencies of a stationary disk.
3.2.2 Experimental Setup
The experimental setup is shown in Figure 3.3. For a stationary disk, an impact
hammer (connected to a current amplifier to trigger the SLDV) is used to excite the
natural frequencies of the disk at its Outer Diameter (OD) and the mode shapes
can then be captured. In this part of the experiment, the disk modes are excited
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using an impact hammer when the disk is not spinning. Hammer excitation is used
as it is a fast method for small homogeneous structures [18].
Figure 3.3: Experimental setup.
The SLDV setup includes a compact scan head, data management system and
software for control of scanners, data processing and various spectra display [45].
The SLDV can capture the mode shapes and natural frequencies of a stationary or
spinning disk, scanning the entire disk and non-obtrusively measuring the out-of-
plane velocity and displacement of vibrations of the disk in both static and rotating
conditions.
In previous works [39][40][46][47], a point by point measurement of the disk
at its OD with a LDV or capacitance probe is employed and the data is then
transferred to MEScope or other modal analysis software package for calculation
of relevant parameters (natural frequency and mode shape etc.). This method
enables only mode shapes of the type (0, n) to be measured and displayed. The
mode shapes for each natural frequency can then be easily captured when the disk
is excited by an impact hammer.
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However with the SLDV, the advantages of non-contact laser vibrometry to-
gether with modal reconstruction is incorporated into a single automated turnkey
package [45]. It allows quick data logging and gathers complete calibrated data
from an entire disk surface. The modal analysis software package in-built in the
SLDV allows a fast and accurate visualization of disks vibrational characteristics.
The sophisticated data validation and checking algorithms work with real-time
data and ensure the frequency measurements are acquired at every scanned point
with desired resolution. Using a SLDV, the Operating Deflection Shapes (ODS)
of the spinning disk can also be captured. The SLDV can also capture the mode
shapes and natural frequencies of non (0, n) modes [45]. Dissimilar to static modes
shapes in which Frequency Response Functions (FRF) using input-output relations
are used, ODS are determined by the vibration patterns of the structures under
operating conditions without any excitations.
3.2.3 Experimental Results
With the disks mounted on the spindle motor into the HDD fixture, the FRF can
now be easily obtained. By identifying the frequencies in the peaks of the FRF,
the dynamics of the linearly independent mode shapes can be captured with the
SLDV when triggered.
Using an area scan employing a series of straight line scans done at the fre-
quencies at the peaks of the FRF, spatial discrete data to describe the mode shapes
of planar objects can be obtained. The mode shape surface can be reconstructed
with the the modal analysis software package in-built in the SLDV. The modal
analysis software allows each set of polynomial coefficients Vn to be fitted by a
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with m as the number of nodal circles and n as the number of nodal diameters as
indicated in earlier section.
The mode shapes captured during experiment with a stationary disk can be
seen in Figure 3.4. These results are reported earlier in [44]. The theoretical
natural frequencies and experimental natural frequencies tally closely. Also the
mode shapes at other natural frequencies are identical to those simulated.
Figure 3.4: Mode shapes and natural frequencies of a stationary disk captured with
SLDV.
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Table 3.1: Simulation and Experimental Natural Frequencies (Hz)
Modes (0, 1) (0, 2) (0, 3) (0, 4)
Experiment 603 701 1191 1887
Simulation 594 719 1151 1877
3.3 Time and Frequency Domain Analysis
In this section, the spin-up waterfall plot of the spinning disks is obtained. The
LDV is used to measure the out-of-plane displacement of the disk. By focusing the
laser beam onto the OD of the disk, the time domain signals and power spectra of
the vibrations can be calculated with the DSA. The behavior of the disk platter
spinning at different rpm is observed. Taking readings from 3000 rpm to 16000 rpm
in steps of 1000 rpm, the amplitude-modulated displacements of the vibrations are
obtained. No external excitation was used.
3.3.1 Time Domain Analysis
The disk axial displacement signal is obtained in time domain. After detrending
the vibration signal, the repeatable harmonic components locked to the spindle
rotating speed are identified with the following identities using the known spindle
speed:









and RLS algorithm [14]:
θ(t) = θ(t− 1) +K(t)ε(t)
K(t) = P (t− 1)ϕ(t)[I + ϕT (t)P (t− 1)ϕ(t)]−1
P (t) = [I −K(t)ϕT (t)]P (t− 1) (3.3)
As such, the magnitude R and phase contribution λ due to the repeatable
harmonic components can be decoupled from the time domain disk vibration sig-
nal. Repeating this procedure with the known natural frequencies of the disk, R
and λ for the disk mode shapes will also be known. This simple method obtains
the Phase Assigned Spectrum (PAS) of spectral ODS of the spinning disks, as-
suming stationarity for sequential measurements without getting involved in the
complex mathematics behind the physical structures. PAS in essence is the au-
tospectrum assigned with phase between reference and signal (or the phase of the
cross spectrum). This essential information will be used for compensation which
will be discussed in details in later sections.
To illustrate, the time domain signal of the disk axial vibration recorded
at 12000 rpm is shown in Figure 3.5. The results after removal of repeatable
components are shown in Figure 3.6. Such a methodology reduces disk flutter-
ing to a repeatable component with known amplitude R and phase λ for possible
compensation.
3.3.2 Power Spectra Analysis
A power spectra estimation is done on the time domain signal collected and also
on the subtracted and detrended signal. The subtracted signal contain the non-
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Figure 3.5: OD disk axial vibration of disk spinning at 12000 rpm (time).
repeatable information and also the vibration signals due to disk fluttering at
natural frequencies.
It can be seen clearly from Figure 3.7 that the repeatable component of the
disk axial displacements dominate the disk vibrations. The effects of the disk
modes can now be seen in Figure 3.8. The removed DC component and the first
three harmonics are also seen in Figure 3.9.
3.4 Effect of Imbalance
A small amount of adhesive material is then added onto the hub of the spindle
motor of the disk pack to introduce an imbalance of 0.1 gmm to 0.5 gmm into the
system assuming no initial imbalance. The experiment is then repeated. Lines are
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Figure 3.6: Decoupled OD disk axial vibration of disk spinning at 12000 rpm
(time): Locked to spindle speed (solid); Mode shapes and other non-repeatable
components (dashed-dot).
drawn and connected through the peaks for curve-fitting.
For the spindle-disk pack spinning at 12000 rpm, the 3σ axial vibration ampli-
tude against amount of imbalance introduced is plotted and shown in Figure 3.10.
The 3σ value represents a stochastic probability of 99.72% of the axial vibration
within the 3σ range. As such, it can be seen easily that the imbalance has a great
effect on the amplitude of vibration of the disk. As the amount of spindle-hub
imbalance increases, the OD 3σ axial vibration increases significantly in an ap-
proximate quadratic trend. This implies that the disk fluttering problem is more
serious as imbalance increases, and the negative impact of this imbalance can be
seen on the chart as shown in Figure 3.10.
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Figure 3.7: Spin-up waterfall plot without imbalance.
Figure 3.8: Spin-up waterfall plot with repeatable parts removed.
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Figure 3.9: Spin-up waterfall plot of DC and first three dominant harmonics.
3.5 Natural Frequencies and Vibration Ampli-
tudes
With the decoupled time and frequency signals of disk axial vibrations, this section
aims to further predict the natural frequencies and vibration amplitudes regressed
on rotation speed in rpm. This is to facilitate building of the simulation tool and
the disk flutter model in later sections.
3.5.1 Natural Frequencies vs Rotational Speed
From a ground-fixed observer, the natural frequencies of a spinning disk can be
described by a linear relationship [47] governed by the mode of vibration (0, n).
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Figure 3.10: OD disk platter axial displacement amplitude (3σ) with different
amount of imbalance for disk spinning at 12000rpm.
In this section, the RLS algorithm is used to determine the unknowns assuming a
following linear relationship:
ωres = ω(0,n) + αΩ (3.4)
where n is the number of nodal diameters and Ω is the rotational speed in rpm. The
constant α will be determined using the RLS algorithm in equation (3.3) provided
the the pseudo-inverse ΦTΦ is non-singular provide the excitation is sufficiently
rich. The (0, 0) mode has no branches and the results are summarized below.
An experimental approach of determining α is more attractive than a theo-
retical solution due to its reliability and accuracy on extrapolation at higher rpm.
This simple linear equation will be used later for disk vibration model building.
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Table 3.2: α for Mode Shapes of a disk.
Modes (0, 1) (0, 2) (0, 3) (0, 4)
α ±0.0185 ±0.0354 ±0.0512 ±0.0678
With the RLS algorithm, the unbiased estimates of the parameters can be updated
when new data comes in.
3.5.2 Vibration Amplitudes vs Rotational Speed
Similarly, the amplitude of vibration can be projected and regressed on rotational
speed Ω in rpm. A simple linear relationship is used in [44] as the rotation speeds
are lower compared to the current experiment. For a high rotation speed such
as 15000 rpm, a quadratic relationship is more accurate. Using a similar approach
as above, we can derive the vibration amplitude yv in the form of:
yv = β2Ω
2 + β1Ω + β0 (3.5)
The RLS equation in equation (3.3) will be used again to estimate the curve of
best fit. Curve-fitting will be done for the first 3 dominant harmonics of repeatable
portions of the disk axial vibrations and on the various mode shapes. Knowing the
frequency and phase of the mode shapes, the mode shapes are reduced to repeatable
components which can be compensated by the servo control. The obtained entire
list of β parameters are omitted in this dissertation.
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3.6 Modelling of Disk Flutter Vibration
With the essential information derived above via an experimental approach, the
axial vibration displacement and natural frequencies will be known on a pre-
determined rotation speed of the spindle motor in rpm. The power spectra can
now be modelled as a transfer function with white noise input [11]. With this
methodology, the power spectra of the axial disk vibrations can be reconstructed
easily. The experimental results of a disk rotating at 12000 rpm is compared with
the simulated results after modelling.
Figure 3.11: Power spectra of disk axial vibration at 12000 rpm: experimental.
The experimental disk axial vibration for disk spinning at 12000 rpm in time
domain is seen earlier in Figure 3.6. The results after mathematical modelling are
shown in Figure 3.13. It can be seen that the fit is good and the residual error is
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Figure 3.12: Power spectra of disk axial vibration at 12000 rpm: model.
very small. This error coincides with the unmodelled non-repeatable components
and are unpredictable.
To convert the axial displacement to slider-off track, the geometric model
derived in [19] is used. The geometric model averages the first 4 dominant modes
of the disk resonances and approximates a direct relationship between head off-
track Ot to disk fluttering magnitude h as:
Ot = 0.032h (3.6)
Given a rotation speed in rpm and using equation (3.6), we can now convert
the power spectra of the axial displacement to power spectra of the slider off-
track displacement. The amplitudes R and phases λ of the repeatable components
(inclusive of components locked to spindle rotation speed and mode shapes) can
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Figure 3.13: Modelled disk axial vibration of disk spinning at 12000 rpm (time):
Model (solid); Non-repeatable components (dashed-dot).
be predicted and modelled.
Figure 3.14: Simulation block diagram for slider off-track at 12000 rpm.
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This information is very useful and can be used for simulations and servo
controller designs. The SIMULINK block diagram created to simulate the effects
of axial disk fluttering on slider off-track is shown in Figure 3.14. The residual
baseline vibration models representing the non-repeatable components and noise
models (functional block diagrams with drop shadow) are obtained from [11]. The
effects of imbalance can be similarly augmented into the block by simply changing
the β parameters as derived above. A possible compensation and modelling scheme
for identifying PAS followed by effective active control is presented in [21].
3.7 Summary
Mechanical disturbances due to disk vibrations are one of the main contributors
to TMR and they limit the achievable TPI. In this chapter, the mode shapes of a
disk are captured and the natural frequencies, vibration amplitudes (and phases)
on higher rotational speeds are projected based on an experimental approach. Al-
though vibration amplitudes and natural frequencies have very complicated physics
behind which depend also on the geometry of the enclosure, identification of the
experimental results is used for predicting the vibration amplitudes on rotating
speed. This method does not provide any insight into the underlying physics but
allows the amplitude, mode shape and natural frequency of vibration to be known
easily.
A time-domain disturbance model is then built on the identification results.
Knowing the amplitude, frequency and mode shape of vibration is useful when
considering the design specifications for the closed-loop servo system with a pre-
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determined rotation speed in rpm. The simulation block diagram developed can
be used to convert axial vibration to slider off-track, enabling a better design for
track following controller. The next chapter explores dual-stage control and its
disturbance rejection capabilities. It is shown in later chapters how the peak of the





Dual-stage actuation is already implemented in current optical drives and vast im-
provements can be seen after their successful implementations. This idea was then
brought to magnetic recording technology and hence as attracted extensive atten-
tion in the HDD industry. In a HDD, dual-stage actuation is enabled via appending
a small secondary actuator (usually termed micro or milli-actuator depending on
size) onto the primary actuator, VCM. Improving bandwidth in a HDD servo sys-
tem is a common measure of disturbance and noise rejection and hence dual-stage
actuation is seen as a viable candidate for the newer generation of HDDs.
This chapter covers the modelling of VCM and micro-actuator using a fre-
quency domain approach. Some commonly used dual-stage structures and topolo-
gies will be covered and an example of a dual-stage track-following controller will
be presented.
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4.1 VCM and Micro-actuators
In a HDD dual-stage servo system, the secondary actuator is of a much smaller di-
mension when compared to the VCM. Usually mounted on the VCM, the read/write
head is then placed onto the tip of the secondary actuator. To improve servo perfor-
mance, the secondary actuator should be light (low inertia) have a high bandwidth
with little high frequency uncertainties. These ideal characteristics will enable the
secondary actuator to cancel disturbances entering the servo control system before
they affect the true PES.
However, the secondary actuators (commonly known as micro-actuators have
a very small displacement range (0.2 ∼ 2µm) and hence is not suitable for track-
seeking operation. As such, track-seeking is done by the primary actuator VCM
and the secondary actuator will be active in the track-following mode. Care has
to be taken to prevent saturation of the secondary actuator which will tend to
destabilize the servo loop when linear controllers are used. Nonlinear controllers
can be used for short span seek of several tracks to tackle the effect of actuator
saturation effectively [21].
System identification is used to identify the models required for designing of
controllers (and estimators). This input-output relationship based method jum-
bles up the physical quantities of mass, force etc. into coefficients of transfer
functions. Although these coefficients gives no insight into the underlying physics
of the mechanisms, the transfer function approach is practical and preferred for
control purposes.
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4.1.1 Primary Actuator : Voice Coil Motor (VCM)
In the conventional single stage actuation found in current HDDs, the VCM is the
only actuator with the read/write head mounted on the tip. Other components
include a pivot (for rotary actuator), ball bearings, the arms commonly known
as the “E” block, a flex cable and suspensions at the tip to carry the sliders.
The VCM is harnessed in between two very strong permanent magnets commonly
called the yoke. When current is passed into the coil of the VCM, force and hence
displacement is transduced to move the read/write heads. A picture of a VCM
consisting of the above components is shown below in Figure 4.1.
Figure 4.1: A picture of VCM.
By exciting the VCM at frequencies of interests, the displacement of the VCM
at the tip of the secondary actuator is measured by the LDV non-obtrusively.
Swept sine excitation from the DSA is introduced into the power amplifier and the
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frequency response of the VCM is captured and identified in MATLAB. A typical
frequency response captured is plotted and shown in Figure 4.2.
Figure 4.2: Frequency response of VCM.
With prior knowledge from physical modelling and curve fitting, it can be
shown that the VCM can be modelled as double integrators with some resonant
modes and anti-resonant zeros. The overall transfer function of a VCM in s-domain
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with ζ as the damping ratio and ω as the natural frequency of the modes. Minimum
phase zeros are sometimes included to provide some phase lift. Non-minimum
phase zeros are usually ignored during the modelling process as they do not affect
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(4.2)
Table 4.1: Parameters of VCM model.
ζ ω
i=1 0.01 2pi × 6.5× 103
i=2 −0.05 2pi × 7.1× 103
j=1 0.01 2pi × 8.0× 103
In this case, a minimum phase zero is added to match the phase.
4.1.2 Secondary Actuator : Micro-actuator
Several micro-actuator designs have been reported in recent years. Depending
on the actuation mechanism, these designs can be categorized into (i) piezoelec-
tric [52], (ii) electrostatic [16] and (iii) electromagnetic [34]. The secondary actua-
tors can also be categorized according to their locations which include (i) suspension-
based [12], (ii) slider-based [23] and (ii) head-based [16]. In this dissertation, a
piezoelectric suspension-based secondary actuator will be discussed. The piezoelec-
tric element used usually is Lead-Zirconim-Titanate ceramic (Pb-Zr-Ti). Hence,
these actuators are also called PZT micro-actuators.
The suspension-based actuator is sometimes called a milli-actuator due to its
mass when compared to its fellow counterparts. Piezoelectric ceramic material
has high stiffness and generate large force by contraction and expansion. When
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actuated, the whole suspension length is moved and hence it yields a larger dis-
placement range. PZT micro-actuators often employ the push-pull [43] or shear [33]
design according to the direction of polarization of the piezoelectric materials. A
picture of a PZT micro-actuator is shown in Figure 4.3.
Figure 4.3: A picture of PZT micro-actuator [54].
A two strip setup of suspension-based micro-actuator can be seen in Figure 4.3.
Two small parallel strips of PZT elements can be found at the base of the suspen-
sion. When a voltage is applied to these elements, one PZT strip expands while
the other contracts to deflect the entire suspension. Usually, the suspension-based
micro-actuator designs can yield a stroke of > 1 µm with first resonant mode in
the range of 5∼15 kHz.
Using the same methodology, the displacement of the PZT micro-actuator is
measured by the LDV. Swept sine excitation from the DSA is introduced into the
power amplifier and the frequency response of the secondary actuator is captured
and identified in MATLAB. The frequency response of the micro-actuator shown
in Figure 4.3 is captured and plotted in Figure 4.4.
It can be seen that the PZT micro-actuator can be modelled as a pure gain in a
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Figure 4.4: Frequency response of PZT micro-actuator.
large range of frequencies with some resonant modes and anti-resonant zeros. The





s2 + 2ζjωjs+ ω
2
j
s2 + 2ζiωis+ ω2i
(4.3)
Depending on application and design specifications, the PZT micro-actuator
can usually be modelled as:




s2 + 2ζiωis+ ω2i
(4.5)
where ωi is the angular frequency of the first dominant resonant mode of the PZT
micro-actuator. These models are usually sufficient for high servo bandwidth dual-
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stage control designs. The transfer function for the model shown Figure 4.4 is:
GM(s) = 0.005
s+ 2pi × 30× 103
s+ 2pi × 3× 103
m,n∏
i=5,j=5
s2 + 2ζjωjs+ ω
2
j
s2 + 2ζiωis+ ω2i
(4.6)
Table 4.2: Parameters of PZT micro-actuator model
ζ ω
i=1 0.015 2pi × 6.991× 103
j=1 0.013 2pi × 7.192× 103
i=2 0.035 2pi × 8.451× 103
j=2 0.055 2pi × 8.893× 103
i=3 0.025 2pi × 10.542× 103
j=3 0.090 2pi × 13.550× 103
i=4 0.020 2pi × 14.196× 103
j=4 0.010 2pi × 15.066× 103
i=5 0.006 2pi × 15.588× 103
j=5 1 2pi × 25.000× 103
A higher order model is fitted and its application will be justified in later chapters.
The experimental results show better disturbance rejection and suppression and
will be presented.
4.2 Dual-stage Control Topologies
In a dual-stage HDD using PZT suspension-based secondary actuator, only the
relative displacement is available. Also the only measurable quantity in a real
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HDD is true PES. As such, Single-Input-Single-Output (SISO) design structures
are usually employed on the VCM and micro-actuator loop separately and then
combine the results into a complete dual-stage loop. This method gives actual in-
sight into the working principles of the two actuators at different frequency ranges.
The different control topologies will be discussed in this section.
Assuming the following nomenclature with GV and GM as VCM and micro-
actuator models and CV and CM as controllers for VCM and micro-actuator re-
spectively. Also, LD is the open loop transfer function of the dual-stage control
loop. SV , SM and SD are the sensitivity functions of the VCM loop, micro-actuator
loop and overall dual-stage control loop. TV , TM and TD are the closed-loop trans-
fer functions (or complementary sensitivity functions) of the VCM loop, micro-
actuator loop and dual-stage control loop respectively.
4.2.1 Dual Feedback Configuration
It is proven in [20] that the ideal configuration for dual-stage control is the dual
feedback configuration. The functional block diagram of this structure is shown
below in Figure 4.5. This structure needs the output of both VCM and the micro-
actuator for feedback. As such, the relative displacement of the two actuators
should be detected. In this structure, the micro-actuator is driven by the error
signal from the VCM path and hence it makes use of the micro-actuator to further
reject disturbance and eliminate position error.
The corresponding open loop, sensitivity and complementary sensitivity trans-
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Figure 4.5: Dual feedback configuration.
fer function of the dual feedback configuration are:
LD = (1 + CMGM)CVGV + CMGM (4.7)
TD =
(1 + CMGM)CVGV + CMGM
(1 + CVGV )(1 + CMGM)
(4.8)







It can be seen that the crossover frequency of the dual-stage control loop is
higher than that using single stage actuation. Also the sensitivity function of the
dual-stage loop is the product of the sensitivity function of the VCM loop and the
micro-actuator loop. This implies that disturbance suppression and rejection is
more effective in the dual-stage control loop.
4.2.2 Parallel Configuration
Although dual feedback is ideal, it is not feasible in HDD servo system as true PES
is the only reference. As such, the following Dual-Input-Single-Output (DISO)
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configuration is proposed. The functional block diagram of this structure is shown
below in Figure 4.6.
Figure 4.6: Parallel configuration.
The corresponding open loop, sensitivity and complementary sensitivity trans-
fer function of the parallel configuration are:
LD = CVGV + CMGM (4.10)
TD =
CVGV + CMGM




1 + CVGV + CMGM
(4.12)
The sensitivity function is similar to that of the single stage actuation with
the addition of CMGM in the denominator. Control designs in parallel structure
usually end up with |CVGV | À |CMGM | in the low frequency range and |CVGV | ¿
|CMGM | in the high frequency range. This implies that the micro-actuator “works”
in the higher frequency range enabling disturbance rejection while the VCM func-
tions in the lower frequencies.
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4.2.3 Master-Slave Configuration
The primary advantage of a master-slave configuration is to put priority onto one
actuator than the other [20], making the micro-actuator respond faster to external
disturbance by being the “master” and the bulky VCM as the “slave” to compen-
sate for slower variations in the relative displacement between the actuators.
The master-slave configuration comes in a slight variation : the Coupled
Master-Slave (CMS) structure and the Decoupled Master-Slave (DMS) structure.
Both configurations require a micro-actuator model as part of the VCM controller
to estimate the micro-actuator output and is used to drive the VCM. The functional
block diagram of the CMS configuration is shown in Figure 4.7.
Figure 4.7: Coupled master slave configuration.
The corresponding open loop, sensitivity and complementary sensitivity trans-
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fer function of the CMS configuration are:
LD = (1 + CVGV )CMGM (4.13)
TD =
(1 + CVGV )CMGM




1 + CMGM + CVGVCMGM
(4.15)
The functional block diagram of the DMS configuration is shown below in
Figure 4.8.
Figure 4.8: Decoupled master slave configuration.
The corresponding open loop, sensitivity and complementary sensitivity trans-
fer function of the DMS configuration are:
LD = (1 + CMGM)CVGV + CMGM (4.16)
TD =
(1 + CMGM)CVGV + CMGM
(1 + CMGM)(1 + CVGV )
(4.17)
SD = SV SM (4.18)
=
1
(1 + CMGM)(1 + CVGV )
(4.19)
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Note that the sensitivity function of the DMS structure is similar to that of
the ideal dual feedback structure i.e. the product of the sensitivity function of
the VCM loop and the micro-actuator loop. Obviously, the DMS design can be
converted into the parallel design when the VCM controller is designed as:
CV ∗ = (1 + CMGM)CV (4.20)
The DMS scheme is more preferable to than that of the CMS (and other config-
urations mentioned above) as the error signal is split into two independent control
loops. Implementation will be eased as the loops can be closed independently and
dual-stage closed-loop stability will be ensured. Also, better disturbance rejection
is enabled with the product of the individual path sensitivity functions. As such,
this simple yet effective method will be employed in the rest of the dissertation.
However, the performance of the master-slave configuration depends highly
on the effectiveness of the estimator. If the estimator gives an actuator output
which is close to the actual displacement of the micro-actuator (YM ≈ Y ∗M), then
disturbance rejection capabilities and servo performance will be enhanced. This
is because the difference of the sensor output and the estimated micro-actuator
output gives a good estimate of the VCM output. This important observation will
be further explored in the next chapter.
4.3 Example of Dual-Stage Control
Because of the limited displacement range of the secondary actuator, the actuation
effort between the two actuators should be distributed properly when designing
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the respective controllers. An effective dual-stage loop should have the following
characteristics so that the actuators will not compete with one another [30]:
• VCM should respond to correct the errors at low frequency while the sec-
ondary actuator will respond to the error signal at higher frequencies;
• Not more than 120◦ phase difference between the secondary actuator and
VCM output at the so-called “hand-off” frequency. The typical hand-off
frequency is about 400 Hz;
• VCM output should exceed secondary stage output by 20 dB below 60 Hz to
prevent saturation of the secondary actuator.
The existence of structural resonant modes in both the VCM and PZT micro-
actuator will not be able to meet the above criterion as the gain of the actuators
are very high at resonant frequencies. These large gain at the lightly damped
poles not only cause oscillations in the step response but even instability in the
closed-loop servo system due to poor gain margin when the magnitude curve cuts
through 0 dB again at the high frequency band.
As such, notch filters are commonly used [55] to suppress the energy (hence
gain) of the resonant modes at the resonant frequencies by attenuating the signal
power to avoid the excitation of the associated structural mode.
4.3.1 Notch Filter Design
This section is dedicated to the design of notch filters for use in resonant compen-
sation. Suppose the VCM has a resonant mode at natural frequency fR which the
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s2 + 2ζR(2pifR)s+ (2pifR)2
(4.21)






s2 + 2ζR(2pifR)s+ (2pifR)
2
s2 + 2ζD(2pifD)s+ (2pifD)2
(4.22)
to ensure perfect cancellation of the resonant mode.
√
2 < ζR ≤ 1 is usually chosen
to replace the lightly damped poles to more well-damped ones. When fR = fD,
some degradation in phase response is still apparent at the resonant frequency. A
high pass notch using fD > fR can be constructed to reduce and even remove the
phase loss.
Notch filters are recommended in HDD literature over low pass filters for a
sharper reduction in magnitude. The notch filters are low order and are easy to
design and implement. A setback of these filters are that they are not robust to
parameter variation. A resonant shift might cause instability of the closed-loop
system.
4.3.2 VCM Controller
Many control strategies have been implemented and tested on dual-stage servo sys-
tems. Optimal LQG/LTR or post modern H2/H∞ controllers usually result in very
high order controllers whose performance has little improvement over traditional
ones. An effective and simple method discussed in [21] uses the practical PID-type
lag-lead compensator. By tuning just one parameter, the controllers for both VCM
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loop and micro-actuator loop is designed at desired gain crossover frequency. In
this dissertation, this method will be employed and illustrated below.
The VCM plant model will be that shown in equation (4.2). Suppose the
VCM modes are compensated with notch filters described in the earlier section,






then the VCM controller will be the following PID-type controller at desired gain
crossover frequency fV :








5 < α < 10 is recommended and is a parameter selected by the servo designer.
After which KV can be calculated by setting |CV (j2pifV )GV (j2pifV )| = 1.
In this example, α = 5 and fV = 1000 Hz. The compensated open loop
transfer function has a -20 dB/dec slope during crossover and -40 dB/dec before
and after crossover frequency of 1000 Hz. The lag-lead compensator converges to a
standard Proportional-plus-Integral-plus-Derivative PID controller when the pole
of the lag term approaches 0 and the pole of the lead term approaches ∞.
4.3.3 Micro-Actuator Controller
The PZT micro-actuator model will be that shown in equation (4.6). Suppose the
PZT micro-actuator modes are compensated with notch filters described earlier,
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Figure 4.9: Frequency response of PID-type controller.
Figure 4.10: Open loop frequency response of VCM path.
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the compensated plant model can be viewed as a pure gain at frequencies of interest:
GM(s) = 0.282 (4.25)







where fM is the gain crossover frequency for the micro-actuator path. gM is a
tuning parameter set by servo designer to avoid saturation of the micro-actuator
path (usually low frequency gain of micro-actuator path). KM can be found with
the relation |CM(j2pifM)GM | = 1.
In this example, fM = 3000 Hz. The open loop transfer function has a−20 dB/dec
slope during crossover. A DMS dual-stage control structure will be used.
4.3.4 Combined Results
The open loop frequency response is plotted in Figure 4.13. Figure 4.14 shows the
sensitivity and complementary sensitivity function of the dual-stage servo loop.
The step response of the combined actuation is shown in Figure 4.15. It should be
noted that the secondary actuator actually reduces the overshoot of the system.
From Figures 4.13 and 4.15, it can be seen that the two actuators do not
compete with each other during actuation which causes destructive interferences.
At about 400 Hz, the phase difference between the VCM output and PZT micro-
actuator output is about 90◦.
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Figure 4.11: Frequency response of PZT micro-actuator controller.
Figure 4.12: Open loop frequency response of PZT micro-actuator path.
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Figure 4.13: Open loop frequency response of dual-stage control using DMS struc-
ture.
Table 4.3: Design specifications achieved with dual-stage servo control
Open loop crossover frequency ≈ 2 kHz
Gain margin ≥ 20 dB
Phase margin ≥ 60◦
Rise time < 20 ms
Percentage overshoot < 20%
Peak of sensitivity function ≤ 10 dB
It can be seen that the dual-stage servo system has a hump in the sensitiv-
ity function, which causes output disturbances (eg. disk platter vibrations) to be
amplified in that frequency range. This is due to uncompensated anti-resonant
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Figure 4.14: Sensitivity and complementary sensitivity function using DMS struc-
ture.
zeros which causes a low gain in the dual-stage open loop transfer function at high
frequencies, resulting in the sensitivity function peaking above 0 dB. As such in
order to enhance stronger disturbance rejection properties, it is desirable to model
the PZT micro-actuator as a pure gain up to very high frequencies to avoid ampli-
fication of low and mid frequency band disturbances. This methodology includes
compensation of both resonant poles and anti-resonant zeros and are covered in
details in the next chapter.
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Figure 4.15: Step response using DMS structure.
4.4 Summary
In this chapter, the dynamics of the two actuators in a dual-stage HDD servo sys-
tems are discussed. From system identification to controller design, this chapter
introduces the fundamentals of dual-stage control and common control topologies
used. Notch filters are commonly used to suppress the actuators’ mechanical struc-
tural resonances. After resonance compensation, a simple one parameter PID-type
controller for both VCM and micro-actuator loop is presented. The effectiveness of
these controllers are shown in the simulation results of the DMS dual-stage servo
system.
The analysis in this chapter assumes continuous control of the HDD servo
system. However due to discretization of the controllers and structural modes of
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the secondary actuator, much performance and disturbance rejection degradation
will be expected. In the next chapter, we shall explore the feasibility of reducing
the hump of the sensitivity function via loop shaping and proper modelling of the
PZT micro-actuator to reduce system’s relative degree.
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Chapter 5
Suppressing Sensitivity Hump In
Dual-Stage Servo Servo Systems
Next generation of high track density HDDs exert very stringent requirements on
the servo positioning system. With the trend of higher recording densities and
decreasing track pitch width, HDDs require excellent track-following performance
and disturbance rejection capability. These qualities should be strengthened not
only by increasing the open loop bandwidth but also reshaping the sensitivity
frequency response.
However, the disturbance rejection capability of HDD servo loop is affected by
both the servo bandwidth and the sensitivity hump. This chapter studies the sen-
sitivity limitation in HDD dual-stage servo system and presents a control method
to suppress the sensitivity hump to as low as possible. As such, high frequency
disturbances would not be amplified by the servo loop and TMR would be reduced.
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5.1 Background
HDD technology has been striving for larger data capacity and faster data transfer
rate, which brings about the amazing increment of the track density and the disk
spin speed. Currently, it is reported that the track density would exceed 150 kTPI
(Tracks-Per-Inch) [63] and the disk spin speed would be 15000 rpm (revolution-per-
minute) [24]. The narrower track width requires ultra-high positioning accuracy
in HDD servo system. The faster disk revolution would cause much stronger air
turbulence [22], which makes the positioning task even more challenging.
So far, the research in HDD servo has been focused on how to enlarge the
servo bandwidth for the strong disturbance rejection capability [23]. The VCM in
single stage servo system limits the bandwidth extension because of its resonances
and uncertain modes [43]. The dual-stage servo system is proposed to place a
secondary micro-actuator piggyback on the VCM. Because the micro-actuator has
a much higher bandwidth than VCM, the servo bandwidth of dual-stage servo loop
can be enlarged at least two times higher than single stage loop [33].
The disturbance within the servo bandwidth is suppressed by the servo loop,
while the disturbance beyond the bandwidth could be amplified by the sensitivity
hump. To minimize TMR, the height of sensitivity peak should be as low as possi-
ble. However in single stage servo system that uses VCM as the only actuator, the
sensitivity hump appears unavoidable due to Bode’s Integral Theorem (BIT) re-
sulting in amplification of disturbances at high frequency band after gain crossover
frequency. This implies a waterbed phenomenon in the sensitivity transfer func-
tion of servo loop i.e. more reduction at low frequency band would cause more
amplification at high frequency band [16]. As such, extending the servo bandwidth
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to certain value would not decrease necessarily TMR.
Currently, the type of micro-actuators can be classified as three kinds accord-
ing to the location [20]. They are the (i) suspension-based micro-actuator that
is placed between the arm of VCM and the suspension (ii) slider-based micro-
actuator that is inserted between the suspension and the slider and (iii) head-
base micro-actuator that is attached between the slider and the read/write head.
The suspension-based micro-actuator is often made of piezo-electric material, thus
referred to as PZT micro-actuator. The other two kinds of micro-actuator are
manufactured by the Micro-Electro-Mechanical-System (MEMS) technology hence
MEMS micro-actuator.
In the following section, a dual-stage controller design procedure is presented
for the PZT micro-actuator to reduce the peak of the sensitivity function of the
dual-stage servo loop. It is shown that the sensitivity limitation from BIT is related
to the relative degree of the micro-actuator model. The proper micro-actuator
control design may suppress the sensitivity hump approaching 0 dB. Therefore,
there is no trade-off of positioning accuracy between the extension of bandwidth
and the amplification of disturbance.
5.2 Dual-Stage Controller Design
Much literature has been written on dual-stage control. In this chapter, the mod-
ified DMS dual-stage control structure with a non-linear estimator shown below
in Figure 5.1 is used due to its simplicity and effectiveness in dealing with micro-
actuator saturation [21].
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Figure 5.1: Modified decoupled master-slave configuration with non-linear estima-
tor.
By employing the above, the sensitivities and control can be optimized sepa-
rately for each loop. Now with SV being the sensitivity function of the VCM loop
and SM as the sensitivity function of the micro-actuator loop, i.e.:
SV =
1






Obviously SD = SV SM . The Discrete Bode Integral Theorem described earlier









Because of the double-integrator properties of the VCM, the relative degree of
the VCM discrete transfer function would be at least two. Hence
∫ pi
−pi ln |SV (ejφ)|dφ =







implying that the area under the dual-stage sensitivity transfer function with such
a structure is determined solely by the micro-actuator loop, as the attenuation by
the micro-actuator path will remove the hump in the VCM path. The net area
of SD can be negative with proper modelling and control of the micro-actuator loop.
There will be no disturbance amplification, with the possibility of even disturbance
attenuation for many frequencies.
In the next subsection, the VCM controller is designed to satisfy the suggested
shape of L possessing (i) high gain at low frequencies (ii) low gain at high frequen-
cies and (iii) phase bounded away from ±180◦ to take advantage of feedback [55].
5.2.1 VCM Controller
Suppose the VCM resonant modes are compensated with notch filters described
in previous chapter and the compensated model can be approximated by double-
integrator at frequencies of interest. A PID type lag-lead compensator recom-
mended in [21] will be used here again as the VCM controller. This simple and
effective method presented requires the servo designer to tune only one parame-
ter α with a desired gain crossover frequency fV . A slight modification is made
and the controller takes the following form:








with 5 < α < 10 used typically. KV can be calculated by setting |CV (j2pifV )GV (j2pifV )| =
1.
Due to the nature of the VCM’s system order, the hump in SV is unavoidable.
The open loop transfer function of the VCM path LV will enter SD as ω → ∞
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for continuous time or φ → fs for discrete time systems. In the next subsection,
we will make use of the secondary actuator loop to make the combined open loop
transfer function LD avoid SD or move along SD with little intersection.
Prior to micro-actuator controller design, we shall present a novel method of
micro-actuator system identification. As mentioned earlier, a low order controller
is desirable. A low relative degree micro-actuator controller will then be designed
based on the identified model.
5.2.2 Near-Perfect Modelling (NPM)
The PZT micro-actuator can be described as a pure gain up to about 6 ∼ 10 kHz
for the Φ-shaped actuated suspension [53] or even 10 ∼ 30 kHz for slider type
actuator [37] where the first structural resonant mode occurs. The secondary
actuator loop thus has a very high bandwidth and a large gain crossover frequency
can be assigned. This high bandwidth property of the PZT micro-actuator allows
better disturbance rejection at the frequencies the VCM could not achieve alone.
Using the fact that SD = SV SM in DMS structure, the hump in SV can be can-
celled by SM as |SM | < 1 for those frequencies. On higher frequencies, care must
be taken to control the PZT micro-actuator so that there is no hump in SM . Con-
ventional notched-base servo which compensates for the resonant poles in the PZT
micro-actuator alone is insufficient as the loop gain |CMGM | at the frequencies of
the anti-resonant zeros are very small, and hence causing a hump in the sensitivity




As such, the anti-resonant zeros should be compensated as well to achieve a low
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hump for better disturbance rejection. This can be done if the PZT micro-actuator
behaves as a pure gain up to high frequencies and a low relative degree controller
is used, and can be seen via inspection of equation (5.4). The frequency response
of a PZT micro-actuator shown below is identical to that in Figure 4.4.
Figure 5.2: Frequency response of PZT micro-actuator.
By modelling the PZT micro-actuator as a pure gain up to higher frequencies,
the above ideal qualities can be achieved. This pure gain modelling involves pre-
multiplying the PZT micro-actuator with a model inverse to make the compensated
PZT micro-actuator behave as a unity gain system with zero phase for frequencies
up to about 10 kHz. Higher frequencies cannot be achieved due to low-pass nature
of the plant (plant model when inverted gives improper transfer function) and high
frequency plant uncertainties. The model inverse not only compensates for the
resonant modes of the secondary actuator but also cancels the stable anti-resonant
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zeros. We shall termed this method as “Near-Perfect Modelling” (NPM).
NPM method seeks for resonant pole and anti-resonant zero pairs up to fre-
quency of interest, noting that each pair gives a second-order transfer function.
NPM is applicable only to the PZT micro-actuator loop and not the VCM loop as
the PZT micro-actuator model inverse is proper while the VCM model inverse is
improper. For better results, NPM constructs the model inverse via ZOH (Zero-
Order Hold) method. If any poles or zeros in particular are outside the unit disc
after discretization, they are discretized using pole-zero matching with frequency
pre-warping instead. The experimental compensated frequency response of the
PZT micro-actuator after NPM is shown in Figure 5.3.
Figure 5.3: Compensated frequency response of PZT micro-actuator after NPM.
It should be noted that the high gain at frequencies after NPM is intended.
This high gain occurs in high frequencies compared to the closed-loop bandwidth of
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the PZT micro-actuator path and hence closed-loop stability will not be affected.
The high gain at high frequencies causes the open loop transfer function LD to
avoid SD as ω → ∞ or φ → fs. This causes better error rejection even at high
frequencies.
5.2.3 PZT Micro-Actuator Controller
The PZT micro-actuator can be viewed as a pure unity gain up to very high
frequencies after pre-multiplying with model inverse from NPM. With this, we shall
discuss in the following subsections two control strategies used and their capabilities
in disturbance rejection. The usage of a first order pure lag compensator (a lag
compensator without any zero) and that of a first order lag compensator (a lag
compensator with a pole and zero) for CM will be compared. To differentiate
between the two lag compensators, the first order pure lag compensator will be
called a Proportional-plus-Integral (PI) type controller for simplicity but without
loss of generality.
PI-Type Control
Suppose the PZT micro-actuator resonant modes and anti-resonant zeros are com-
pensated with model inverse from NPM. The simple yet effective first order pure
lag compensator described in [21] is employed here. Similar to the VCM controller,
the PZT micro-actuator path controller only has one parameter gM to be tuned







where fM is the gain crossover frequency for the PZT micro-actuator path. gM is
a tuning parameter chosen to avoid saturation of the micro-actuator path (usually
low frequency gain of the PZT micro-actuator path). KM can be found with the
relation |CM(j2pifM)GM(j2pifM)| = 1.
Figure 5.4: Sensitivity function using PI control.
The simulation and experimental results agree closely. This shows that NPM
offers a good fit and disturbance rejection capabilities are enhanced. The experi-
ment ||S||∞ is about 2 dB. The ideal peak value from simulation is hard to attain
due to modelling uncertainties and unintentional phase loss. The intended error re-
jection at high frequencies is obtained. The experimental step response of 0.3 µm,
VCM control signal and PZT micro-actuator control signal are shown in Figure 5.5,
Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7 respectively.
In the next subsection, the peak of SD is further reduced using DBIT.
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Figure 5.5: Step response.
Figure 5.6: VCM control signal.
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Figure 5.7: PZT micro-actuator control signal.
First Order Lag
In this subsection, a first order lag compensator is used instead. A modification to







where fM and gM are same as above. fs is the Nyquist frequency and β is a tuning
parameter for intended disturbance attenuation. 1 < β ≤ 3 is used typically,
and KM can be found with the relation |CM(j2pifM)GM(j2pifM)| = 1.
The main motivation of adding an additional zero to CM is to enhance phase
lifting of LD and at the same time retain the low gain after gain crossover frequency
for stability. This also reduces the relative degree of the PZT micro-actuator path.
The idea is apparent from the Nyquist plot of LD. By adding a simple zero, LD
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will approach SD with the conditions satisfied mentioned earlier i.e. avoid SD and
approach the origin at −pi
2
≤ ∠L(jω) ≤ pi
2
.







. NV and DV are the numerator and denominator
of the open loop VCM path with [A] and [B] being the orders of the associated







. NM and DM will
be the numerator and denominator of the open loop PZT micro-actuator path
with [C] and [D] being the orders of the associated transfer function polynomial.
The differences B −A and D − C are relative degrees of the VCM path and PZT
micro-actuator path respectively. For the VCM path, B−A ≥ 2 due to its double
integrator properties.
In a DMS configuration, the overall open loop transfer function in (4.19) can
re-expressed using the above:










































After NPM, the relative degree of the compensated PZT micro-actuator path
is zero for many frequencies. By adding a high frequency zero to CM , D − C = 0
for many frequencies compared to D − C = 1 using PI control. Now let ND

















It can be seen from equation (5.9) that the addition of CMGM actually reduces
the relative degree of the dual-stage open loop transfer function to zero even though
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the relative degree of the open loop VCM path in single stage configuration is
at least two! The PZT micro-actuator employed in dual-stage control not only
decreases sensitivity by increasing the bandwidth but is also able to reduce system’s
relative order for disturbance suppression when employed properly. The addition of
the high frequency zero hence forces LD out of SD into the open right half complex
plane, satisfying the conditions for design earlier as can be seen in Figure 5.8.
Conventional notch-based servo causes the open loop transfer function of dual-
stage servo to “remain” in SD for many frequencies while the phase-stabilized
servo method describe by authors in [32] results in big loop circles and the open
loop transfer function enters and leaves SD many times especially at resonant
frequencies. This simple method of NPM and first order lag described offers little
intersection with SD. NPM methodology offers a low hump using PI control, and
can even be suppressed further with a first order lag. NPM method also provides
good phase and gain margins.
The sensitivity function using a first order lag is shown below in Figure 5.9.
A low relative degree PZT micro-actuator controller after NPM offers not only
disturbance suppression but even attenuation.
The feasible solution for open loop shape in [55] used in PI control is com-
pared with that using the first order lag. Instead of a low gain at high frequencies,
the placement of a high frequency zero causes a fairly constant small gain at high
frequencies. The open loop transfer function for both methods are shown in Fig-
ure 5.10.
With S+T ≡ 1, the trade-off between desirable small S and small T simulta-
neously is unavoidable. As such, the main setback of such a method is that the high
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Figure 5.8: Nyquist plot of dual-stage servo using NPM (zoomed).
Figure 5.9: Sensitivity function using first order lag.
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Figure 5.10: Comparison of open loop shapes.
frequency roll-off of the system will be compromised as can be seen in Figure 5.11
below. This is usually intolerable as measurement noise in the PES demodulation
channel and plant high frequency uncertainties will not be attenuated. However,
the low pass nature of the physical systems will take care of these constraints at
higher frequencies. In the next section, the performance of such a design will be
evaluated via simulations.
5.3 Performance Analysis
To illustrate the effectiveness of the designed dual-stage servo system and the
implications of less high frequency roll-off, the effects impulse torque disturbances
and PES measurement noise will be simulated.
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Figure 5.11: Comparison of complementary sensitivity function.
5.3.1 Impulse Torque Response
An example of impulse torque disturbances affecting the servo positioning accuracy
is the residual vibration response at the end of track seeking. The actuators then
change into track settling mode, and notch-based servo which works effectively
only for steady-state operations cannot reduce the vibrations cause by the large
initial states of the actuators. As such, it would be important to analyze the effects
of impulse torque disturbances on the head/slider off-track.
Compared to notch-based and phase-stabilized servo in [32] which takes about 5 ms
for the disturbances of relatively large amplitudes to be rejected, the designed dual-
stage servo can compensate for the residual vibrations in less than 1 ms.
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Figure 5.12: Impulse VCM torque disturbance response.
Figure 5.13: Impulse PZT micro-actuator torque disturbance response.
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5.3.2 Noise Response
As mentioned in previous sections, the high frequency roll-off of the designed dual-
stage open loop transfer function is reduced to enable better disturbance capa-
bilities. This in fact would compromise the noise and uncertainties attenuation
capabilities at high frequencies. To study the effects of measurement noise on true
PES, a noise model created by authors in [11] is added into the servo loop to
simulate PES measurement noise.
Figure 5.14: Effect of measurement noise on head/slider off-track.
It can bee seen from Figure 5.14 that much of the measurement noise con-
taminating the true PES is still effectively removed. In the next section, the other
issue of less high frequency roll-off of the designed open loop transfer function i.e.
plant model uncertainties will be addressed.
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5.3.3 Sensitivity Robustness
The dual-stage servo is designed based on mathematical models identified from an
operating range of frequencies of the actuators. This approximation of true dy-
namics of the actual plant and model used results in modelling uncertainties. Plant
uncertainties on the other hand arises from plant parameter perturbations under
various operating conditions and manufacturing environments. In this section, the
sensitivity robustness of the designed dual-stage servo will be analyzed with effects
of ±5 % resonant frequency shifts in the PZT micro-actuator, as can be seen in
Figure 5.15.
Figure 5.15: Nominal model and ±5 % resonant frequency perturbations of the
PZT micro-actuator.
Although NPM methodology seems not robust to parametric perturbations
and other uncertainties, the dual-stage closed-loop system is still stable under the
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resonant frequency shifts. Disturbance rejection capabilities are still retained as
shown in Figure 5.16 below. The shifts in resonant frequencies cause slight pole-
zero mismatch, but the peaks of the humps are still very small and spread over a
large frequency range.
Figure 5.16: Sensitivity of nominal and perturbed PZT micro-actuator.
5.3.4 Effect of Sampling Rate
In continuous time, BIT and waterbed effect occurs over the entire frequency spec-
trum. However in sampled-data system of HDDs, the waterbed effect must be
“completed” before the Nyquist frequency [2]. A high sampling rate is hence
desirable to “stretch” the frequency range and spread the positive area (hump)
under S(ejφ) over a larger frequency range to reduce the peak. This would ef-
fectively prevent amplification of disturbances in the low frequency band, at the
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expense of more PES noise and uncertainties in the higher frequency band. This
usage of computational power for disturbance rejection shall be further explored
in this section.
Figure 5.17: Graph of ||S||∞ (dB) vs sampling rate.
Repeating the simulation and experiment using the controllers mentioned in
earlier sections at different sampling frequencies, the corresponding ||S||∞ can be
graphed in Figure 5.17. As expected, increasing sampling frequency is indeed a
feasible option when better disturbance rejection capabilities are needed. Although
increasing number of servo sectors for implementing high sampling rate is one of the
solutions, user data storage capacity will be compromised as a result. An approach
of high sampling frequency can be achieved via extracting position information
from user data as well [56].
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5.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, a feasible way to relax the waterbed effect on the dual-stage servo
system in HDDs is explored. It is shown that the relative degree of the micro-
actuator path is the key to bypass the waterbed effect in the dual-stage servo loop.
For better disturbance rejection (even attenuation) capabilities, NPM modelling
and a low relative degree micro-actuator controller are proposed to achieve a sen-
sitivity hump approaching 0 dB. The effectiveness of the design methods and high
sampling frequency are demonstrated by experimental results. Design considera-
tions and guidelines are also be presented in the chapter. TMR in track-following
would be reduced not only by higher servo bandwidth but also less amplification,
even attenuation of high frequency disturbances.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion and Future Work
The trend of increasing storage density for higher TPI demands good disturbance
rejection capabilities in HDD servo control systems. This dissertation focuses on
studying disk platter vibration behaviors and solutions using high performance
positioning mechanism of dual-stage actuation system for disturbance suppression
and attenuation.
The main findings and results presented in this dissertation are :
1. The mode shapes of a disk are captured and the natural frequencies, vibration
amplitudes (and phases) on higher rotational speeds are projected based on
an experimental approach. A RLS algorithm is used to regress the natural
frequencies and vibration amplitudes on rotating speed. This approach allows
the amplitude, mode shape and natural frequency of disk platter vibration
to be known on rotation speed in rpm. The effect of disk-spindle imbalance
is also briefly discussed.
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2. A time domain disk vibration disturbance model is constructed based on the
identification results. The simulation block diagram developed is used to
convert axial vibration to slider off-track, enabling a better design for track
following controller. With the amplitude, frequency and mode shape of vi-
bration, designing a closed-loop servo system with a pre-determined rotation
speed in rpm to avoid amplification of disk flutter vibrations at the peaking of
the sensitivity transfer function can be achieved. Feedforward disk vibration
compensation can also be easily designed off-line.
3. A sensitivity analysis (with design considerations) is performed on the servo
control loop and the Bode’s Integral constraints on the dual-stage servo sys-
tem are studied. It is concluded that a low relative degree micro-actuator
path in a DMS control structure is essential to bypass the “waterbed” effect
and suppress the sensitivity hump in dual-stage servo systems.
4. For better disturbance rejection (even attenuation) capabilities, NPM mod-
elling and a zero relative degree, first-order micro-actuator controller are pro-
posed to achieve a low sensitivity hump. The effectiveness of the proposed
design methods are verified with experimental results. The effects of differ-
ent sampling rates for disturbance rejection is also studied. Design guidelines
and considerations for low sensitivity hump are presented.
Mechanical vibrations limit achievable TPI and will continue to be so. Excel-
lent disturbance rejection capabilities for HDD servo system will hence be essential.
In view of the results obtained, the following work should be emphasized in future
research :
1. Order analysis of disk platter vibrations :
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Order analysis involves extracting sinusoidal components of vibration signals
as harmonic orders of rpm under periodic loading [18]. Instead of using the
waterfall plot (or Cambell diagram) to study disk platter resonances and
vibrations, order analysis can be used for rotating disks. Order analysis
enable the rotational and structural disk platter vibrations to be separated
accurately. Critical rotation speeds and natural frequencies can then be
identified easily.
2. Vold-Kalman Filtering of disk vibration signals :
Disk platter vibrations are usually modelled and analyzed in the frequency
domain off-line. The advantage of using Vold-Kalman Filtering is that disk
platter vibration signals in time domain can be used for mode and order anal-
ysis. The PAS will be easily obtained and hence possible online feedforward
compensation can be employed [18].
3. Application of dual-stage control to Servo Track Writing (STW) technol-
ogy :
Dual-stage actuation is currently studied on HDD servo systems for track
following or short span seek only. With the high bandwidth and good distur-
bance rejection capabilities offered by dual-stage actuation, this technology
can be introduced to STW technology for higher TPI demonstration. The
RRO components in PES can be removed at the source during the servo track
writing process. The NPM and control methods presented in Chapter 5 can
be used for better disturbance rejection in the STW control loop.
4. Robust and optimal control methods for dual-stage actuation :
Control optimization with robust objectives and better disturbance rejection
will continue to be a challenge and important to the HDD industry. The
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feasibility of solving the concave optimization problem with mixed H2/H∞
objectives including robust considerations on S, T and KS can be further
















whereWS,WT andWu are the weighting filters which give appropriate weight
to the transfer functions S, T and KS respectively.
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